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Information—the fuel of business—is trapped in analysis platforms built on slow, unsustainable 70-year old architectures.
Accelerate business insights with the only platform purpose-built to simultaneously analyze any type of data—historical and streaming, unstructured and multi-structured—100X faster with 70% lower TCO.
The Ryft ONE is powered by a breakthrough in **Real-time Data Analysis**.

The only open 1U platform capable of analyzing streaming, historical, unstructured, and multi-structured data in real-time at **10 GB/second**.

**Ryft ONE eliminates all bottlenecks** that strangle conventional systems by combining these two innovations:

- **The Ryft Analytics Cortex™**
  Ryft ONE leverages a massively parallel bitwise computing architecture to deliver unprecedented performance from the smallest possible form factor.

- **The Ryft Algorithm Primitives™ Library**
  Each Ryft ONE comes with a subscription to this growing collection of pre-built algorithm components, and an open API to leverage them.
Questions?

Email: Pat.McGarry@ryft.com